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ABSTRACT

‘he demand for graduates well-trained in sofhvare
engineering principles and practices is continuing to
increase. Educators of undergraduate computer science
curricula can no longer afford to wait until the senior year
to motivate and instill sofhvare engineering principles in
their students. However, introducing new principles in
early courses, without displacing existing principles, is not
easy. This paper presents software reuse as an appropriate
context for discussing principles of software design and
specification, along with abstraction and encapsulation, in
traditional tleshmen computer science courses. The paper
includes an outline of lectures and an example sequence of
lab assignments for the second course following the reuse-
based approach. It describes our experience in adapting this
approach in Ada for four semesters at the West Virgrnia
University.

1 INTRODUCTION

Most current computer science curricula introduce software
engineering principles at a junior/senior-level course,
motivating the need for design and specification using
group projects. This late exposure leaves studenta with little
time to master and practice these principles before they
graduate and join the industry. Moreover, having done
most of their programming projects in previous courses
without following sound principles, jtmior/senior-level
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students are less interested in correcting the bad habits they
have practiced in this process. The need for learning key
software engineering principles early in the curriculum is,
therefore, quite clear. This need has also been stressed in
recent literature ~euse-Ed 92, SEI 92].

Introducing new principles, such as formal specification
and design, in freshmen computer science courses is not
e~~. For one thing, new principles must be included
without excluding important concepts conventionally
taught in these courses. Additionally, it is important to
motivate the need for learning these principles Ush:g an
approach that is applicable to fkshmen students. An
answer to these problems lies in software reuse.

Concentrating on reuse brings into focus a number of key
sofbvare engineering principles. Soflsvare engineering
textbooka (e.g., ~ssmart 90]) explain the rok: of
abstraction in specifications and stress the need for
designing the specification of a software product befc~re it
is implemented. Such books also argue for the need to
modularize the construction of large software systems, and
for the need to restrict communication among different
modules through only their interfaces. In addition, these
textbooks often emphasize the importance of software
quality and discuss the advantages of following these
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it hss also benefited tlom resesrch under NASA Gmnt 7629/229/0824
and NSF Chant CCR-99204461 .
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principles in sofiware maintenance. All of these issues are

equally important in the context of reusable software.

Focusing on sotlware reuse makes specification and design

central issues in problem solving and not as issues that are

taught on the side. In the reuse-based approach, students

appreciate the need for abstraction, specification, design,

and quality by reusing components based entirely on their

specifications, which are supplied by the lab instructor.

Students also see software construction more as a process

of assembling existing reusable soflware components rather

than starting tlom scratch.

Recent literature on software reuse contains a variety of

different definitions or classifications of the term ~eger

92, Yourdon 92]. The definition of reuse used in this paper

is one which is component-based [Murali 90b, Weide 91].

We view a reusable component as having two distinct

elemenW a (formal) specification and a (certifiable)

implementation of that specification. In the reuse-based

course, all reuse is based only on the specification and

performance characteristics of the implementation. The

fmus is on components which are designed for reuse since

this is where the benefits are maximized ~ollings 92].

Issues in reuse based on code scavenging, or other methods

where the utiliition of already existing software occurs by

accident or serendipity, are not discussed.

The rest of the paper is organtid into the following
sections. Section 2 discusses the salient benefits of the
reuse-based approach. Section 3 discusses the technical
foundations of the approach. Section 4 then presents a
course outline that has been used to teach the second course
during the past four semesters at the West Virginia
University. Included in this section is a sample sequence of
laboratory assignments. Finally, section 5 reports our
experience and conclusions.

In particular, the importance and relevance of the following

principles are made clear early in the curriculum:

● Separation of the specification and implementation

details of a component

This separation permits reuse to be based on the

specification of a component; without it, reuse is

impractical even when possible.

● Unambiguous and abstract expression of a specification

The specification of a reusable component permits

clients, as well as implementation developers of the

componen$ to clearly understand how the component is

supposed to behave. Such understanding in turn makes

it easy to reason about other software that uses this

component.

● Design

If a reusable component is not well-designed the scope
for its reuse will be limited. Students learn to appreciate
the role of design issues in sofhvare reuse and general
software development. The design issues that students
are exposed to include adequate tlmctionality,
cohesion, coupling, composability, generality, and
miniiality.

. ‘Certification

If there is not sufficient confidence that the
implementation of a component meets ita specification
correctly, it is liiely that it will not be reused. Issues of
verification and testing, seen as crucial for software
development but seldom given much attention in
undergraduate curricul% become prominent issues in
the minds of freshmen students.

2 THE BENEFITS OF A REUSE-BASED APPROACH
● Efficient implementations

In this section, we outline several benefits of teaching the

second course in computer science following a reuse-based

approach.

The idea that a software component will be reused

elsewhere permits students to readily see the importance of

key software engineering principles. The realization that

the developer of a component and the prospective client are

likely to be different people leads students to new thinking.

If a reusable component is not implemented efficiently,
then users will prefer custom-built components. This
fact in turn motivates students to appreciate the
importance of efficiency, but not at the expense of
correctness. The issue of designing efKcient

implementations also provides an excellent context for

introducing topics in the analysis of algorithms.

. Maintenance

Construction of software systems using existing

reusable sotlware components greatly enhances the
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maintainability of these systems. The reuse-based

approach provides students with an insight into

maintenance issues early in the curriculum.

The fimdamental software engineering principles

mentioned above, when taught without “thinking” reuse,

seem neither important nor interesting to students in

introductory computer science courses. Traditionally,

introductory courses often concentrate on the syntactic

details of a particular programming language rather than

specific principles. Absence of an early exposure to

software engineering principles prevents students from

applying and therefore understanding these ideas in a vast

majority of their undergraduate courses. Since significant

attention to syntactic details remains essential for

beginners, the reuse-based second course continues to

introduce language constructs to students. However, the

approach also attempts to infkse various software

engineering principles into the consciousness of freshmen

students. This is done at an early stage of the curriculum so

that students are afl’orded the opportunity to practice the

principles throughout their undergraduate careers, Thus, by

the time students are ready to enter the industry, they have

developed a significant amount of confidence in designing

and speci@ing software using sound principles.

2. Focus on reuse - mtroductlon to !XUU@l
. . . . .

Principles of specification and design are usually

introduced at a late point in most current curricula. When
these principles are presented, they are taught as “other”
ideas rather than central themes for software construction.
In a junior/senior-level sofhvare engineering class, group

projects are typically created to motivate the need for
specification and design. One factor that complicates such

late introduction to these principles is that students have

already acquired certain “bad” software engineering

practices (e.g., coding an implementation before designing

the specification) that are difficult to change.

At the freshmen level, thinking reuse provides immediate

motivation for applying software engineering principles

while avoiding the need to form student teams. In the

reuse-based courses, the laboratory instructor and students

form a team. In some projects, students solve a problem

using a reusable component which is implemented by the

insbuctor. In others, they implement a component on their

own. Acting as both developers and clients, students

appreciate the role of design and specification in software

construction at an early stage.

3. Computer scientists will now be eauip?ed with a

comDonent-based software develoDme nt m indset.

It is widely believed that sometime in the future new

software products will be constructed largely by

assembling existing components [Bigger 89]. Such

construction has the potential to solve the most important

problem facing software engineers today: how to produce

high quality software on time. Mature engineering

industries, such as the electronics industry, use a

component assembly-based approach, and it is likely tlmt a

mature sotlware industry will follow suitl Thinking reuse

early in the curriculum prepares students for this futuristic

view of sofhvare construction. In fact, students are

expected to reuse some of the components developed in

their earlier courses to complete soflware projects they

encounter later in the curriculum.

4. Non-computer science majors can acawre Imp
. .

Qdti
tO Drincir)les of software reuse and software

~

The reuse-centered approach greatly benefits non-computer
science majors. It introduces them to important software
engineering principles they would not otherwise have had
the opportunity to learn and apply. These principles, which
to the non-computer science student may not have any
intrinsic value beyond the course, can carry over a
particular midset that could be applied to other disciplines
as well. For example, English majors who happen to
complete the reuse-based course will not only see the nleed
fo; Zspecif@g and designing soilxvare before it is
implemented, but also realize that the same philosophy
applies in the construction of large term papers or literary
works. In this sense, they acquire the realization that
advanced preparation before the implementation of any
type of work not only increases the quality of the work but
also improves productivity, an impetus for applying the

engineering metaphor to these other disciplines. This is

certainly not a novel ide% the famous novelistiscierkist

C.P. Snow has often discussed the need for the Ihvo

cultures, represented by the humanities and the sciences, to

have a mutual understanding of the basic principles found

in other disciplines [Snow 58].

3 TECHNICAL UNDERPINNINGS

The specification-based approach to sc~ftware reuse,

syntactically facilitated by Ada, offers tremendous

advantages in the development and maintenance of large

software systems. The reuse-based course strictly adheres

to this philosophy, and all reusable parts developed in the

course are reused based only on their specifications.
Throughout the lectures, homework, and lab assignments,
students always begin by reusing some component that is
assumed to have already been implemented by the lab
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instructor. They begin as users of components to solve

some interesting applications, e.g., finding a solution to a

“maze” problem using a stack. Later in the semester, they

act as implementers of components. Some of these

implementations are layered on top of existing components

while others are built from scratch. Thii section discusses

the tectilcal foundations of the approach.

3.1 SPECIFICATION

The importance of specifications in the context of reusable
solisvsre parts cannot be over-emphasized [Luckham 87,
Meyer 85, Weide 91, Wing 90]. The specification of a
reusable part serves as a contract between developers and
clients of that part. Without the specification, the
implementation developers will not know what should be
implemented and clients will not know what is being used.
Rigorous certification efforts also need a certain degree of
formality in specifications. The specification musg
therefore, be formal, yet understandable to a potential client
and implementer here, a beginning undergraduate student.
The importance of an appropriate expression of a
specification for a given audience is described in
[Sitaraman 93a].

We have used the term “specification” to refer to both the
syntactic and semantic interfaces of a reusable part. Figure
1 shows the specification of an Ada generic component
annotated using a variant of the RESOLVE specification
language, which provides an abstract &ta type Set and
operations on variables of this type. In the RESOLVE
approach to specifications ~ollings 92, Sitaraman 93z
Weide 91], every abstract data type actually has an
“abstract view” that is already familiar to the students.
RESOLVE is unique in permitting the development of
formal, yet understandable, specifications at the fkeshmen
level. A comparison of RESOLVE and other specification
approaches, such as those in ~mg 90], can be found in
[Sitaraman 93a].

generic

type Item is limited private;

with procedure Item_Initiali ze (X : in out Item) ;
-- ! ensures X = initial_Item

with Proeodure Item_FAnalize (X : i= out Item) ;

with procedure Item_Swap (X, Y : in out Item) ;

--! ensures X . #Y and Y . #X

with procedure Item_Compare (X, Y : in out Item;

Answer : out Boolean) ;
--! ensures X . #X and Y . #Y and
-- ! Answer iff (X . Y)

package Set_Template ie

type Set is limited private;

-- ! abstract view: Set is modeled by a

-- ! mathematical Set of Items

.- stsndard operations

procedure Initialize (S : in out Set) ;

--! ensures S = {]

procedure Finalize (S : in out Set) ;

procedure Swap (S1, S2 : in out Set) ;

-- ! ensures S1 = #S2 and S2 = #Sl

-- set operationa

procedure Add_Item (S : in out Set;

x : In out Item) ;

-- ! requires X E S

-- ! ensures S = #S u {#X) and X . initial_Item

procedure Remove_Item(S : in out Set;
x : in out Item);

--! reguires X e S

--! ensures S = #S - {#X}

procedure Remove_Any_One_Item(S : in out Set;

x : in out Item);
--! requires S * {}

--! ensures Xe#ssnds. #s- {x}

procedure Is_Member(S : in out Set;

x : in out Item;
Member : out Boolean) ;

“Y-! ensures S = #S and X . #X and
-- ! Member . (X c S)

procedure Is_Bmpty(S : in out Set;

Smpty : out Boolean) ;

--! ensures S . #S and Empty . (S = {})

private

type Set_Rep;

type Set is access Set_Rep;

and Set_Template;

The Specification of a Set Package
Figure 1

It is important to note that before students see the final
version of Set Templato shown in Figure 1, they have
viewed several-intermediate versions which incrementally
introduce them to various conventions used in RESOLVE.
Other data abstractions, such as Stacks and Lists, are

designed similarly. Therefore, only for the first example do

the students have to learn the key principles (e.g.,
abstraction and information hiding) in specification.
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Using RESOLVE, the program type Set is explained using

mathematical notations fkom set theory, such as G and U.

TMs specification of a set does not involve the idea of

pointers or arrays, thus, freeing users from the necessity of

understanding details of the private part. From an

examination of Figure 2, one can note that two clauses are

used in the specification of each operation; namely, a

requires clause (pre-condition) and an ensures clause (post-

condition). The requires clause states what must be true of

the arguments passed to the operation. If the requires clause

is true when an operation is called the ensures clause will

be true when it terminates, assuming a correct

implementation of the operation. In the ensures clause, the

notation “#X” for a parameter X denotes the incoming

value of the parameter when the operation is called and

“X” denotes its value when the operation returns. In the

requires clause, the variables always denote the incoming

parameter values. If either clause is omitted IYom the

specification of an operation, the default is a true

implication for that clause.

The specification of most operations provided in

Set_Template should be easy to understand for those who

have a basic comprehension of set theory. For example, the

specifications capture the behavior that Remove_Item

removes a specified item whereas Remove_Any_One=Item

removes a random item km the set. This undemtandmg is

a result of applying two complementing principles, i.e.,

information hiding and abstraction. To demonstrate how

information hldmg is applied in ttds component note that

the program lype Set is not only protected from the user, by

mrMmg it a limited private type, but the details of the type

representation are hidden in the package body. Using this

approac& the user is prohibited from accessing and

viewing the details of the type. The principle of abstraction

is applied to Set_Template by mode~mg the program type

Set using a related concept i.e., mathematical sets. Rather

than describing thk type in terms of an array, or some other

low level constru~ the utilization of mathematicrd sets

improves understanding and caphues the true behavior of

the component. These two principles aid in understrmdmg

since the client of the component does not need to sift

through nonessential details in order to comprehend the

true meaning. This example, presented to students early in

the course, immediately introduces them to these important

principles in a context which is often missing in other

approaches for teaching the second course.

Specifications of several other interesting data abstractions,

at a level of formality suitable for an undergraduate class,

can be found in [Sitaraman 93b]. These specifications use

familiar mathematical concepts such as strings, natural
numbers, functions and relations. It is emphasized again

that the goal is to make specifications reasonably formal,

but allow them to be at a level appropriate for

undergraduate students.

3.2 DESIGN

Recently, design issues have gained prominence in the

literature on software engineering andl reuse. For

widespread reuse to occur, software parts muist be designed

to be reused. Set_Template is an example of a software part

which was carefully designed for reuse following specific

guidelines in ~ollings 92] and principles in [Harms 91,

Reuse 92, SPC 89, Edwards 90].

As noted earlier, the specification of Set is abstract. It has

also been designed without any implementation bias.

Notice that the representation of the encapsulated type has

been deferred to the body of the package. This is to permit

the development of multiple implementations for this

package by using different data representations and

algorithms.

Set_Template provides only a prima~ set of operations.

Other generic seconalzry operations (e.g., a Set union

operation) can be constructed using layering. Standard

operations such as Initialize, Finalize, and Swap are

included in the specification of every data abstraction. This

design approach permits the possibility of efficient clata

movement and storage management. Several subtle design

ideas can be seen from a carefhl study of the Set_Temp’late

s$hcification. Note that both the program type Set and the

generic parameter type Item have been dbclared to be

2imited private. ‘Ilk permits construction of composable

types such as a Set of a Set of Integers. Further explanation

of these and other important design guidelines can be found

in [Hollings 92, Gray 93b].

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION

Efficiency is an important characteristic of any software

part. Unless reusable parts are as efficient as custom-made

software parts, substantial reuse will not result. There is a

common misconception that reusable parts are necessarily

inefilcient. On the contrary, it has been argued in [Hmrns

91], for example, that this need not be the case. Techniques

for building efficient implementations of reusable parts,

and analysis of their efficiency characteristics, are part of

the reuse-based course. In this process, important

programming techniques (e.g., recursion and backtracldiig)

and methods for analysis of algorithms are discussed. The

course also emphasizes the need for developing multiple

reusable parts to satisfi the same specification.
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4 AN OUTLINE OF MATERIALS FOR THE SECOND
COURSE

Week 9 9. Lists

This section presents a course outline which has been used

to teach the reuse-based course. The section also contains a

sub-sequence of sample laboratory assignments used to

teach the approach.

4.1 LECTURE OUTLINE

In [Sitaraman 93b], a complete set of materials for the

second course, including home work assignments and

lecture notes, is presented. Shown below is an outline of

the content of the materials.

Week 1 *1. The Engineering Metaphor

Week 1 *2. Syntactic and Semantic Specification

Week 2 *3. An Introduction to Formal Specification

Week 3-4 4. Protected, Abstrac$ and Generic Data Types

● Key example: Sets

Week 4-6 5. Stacks: Design, Specification, and

Implementation

● Specification of unbounded stacks

. Introduction to design issues in specification

-- Defensive/non-defensive specifications

-- Primary and secondary stack operations

-- Guidelines

● Problem solving using stacks

● Specification of bounded stacks

● An implementation of bounded stacks

Week 7 6. An introduction to certification of

implementation correctness

● Specification of lists

● Secondary list operations

● Problem solving using lists

● List-based layered implementations (e.g.,

unbounded stacks and queues)

Week 10-11 10. Pointers as an implementation

mechanism for unbounded ADT’s

● An introduction to access types and variables

● An implementation of lists using pointers

● Direct implementation of unbounded stacks/queues

Week 11-12 *11. Recursion as a problem solving device

● Examples

● Implementation of secondary operations (e.g.,

Stacks, Queues, and Lists)

Week 12-13 12. Trees

“ Specification

● Tree traversals

● An implementation of trees using pointers

Week 14 13. Searching

“ Specification

● Multiple implementation techniques

– Linear and ordered linear search

-- Binary search trees

-- Searching using hash tables

Week 15 14. sorting

● Specification

● Multiple implementation techniques

- Bubble SO* Merge SO* and Quick Sort

“ Key example: Certification of bounded stacks
Week 15 15. Course summary

Week 7-8 7. An introduction to eftlciency analysis of

implementations

● Key example: An analysis of a bounded stsck

Week 8 8. Queues

● Specifkation of unbounded queues

● Specification of bounded queues

● Secondary queue operations

● Problem solving using queues

● An implementation of bounded queues

*iVote: Parts or all of chapters 1 (context setting), 2 and 3

(specification of procedures), and 11 (recursion) can be

profitably covered in a f~t course; at West Virginia

University, recursion is covered in the second course.

4.2 AN EXAMPLE LABORATORY SEQUENCE

Laboratory sections play an important role in the reuse-

motivated second course, It is the forum where students

actually gain practice in applying the software engineering

principles that they have been taught in the lecture section
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of the class. In all of the laboratory sections that have been

offered over the past four semesters, there seems to be

recurring themes in the descriptions of the assignments.

Early in the semester, the students are simply users of a

component. Next, they become implementers of a

component using a layered approach. Finally, students

implement their own components using “from-scratch”

methods utilizing access types or arrays.

Examples of labs that have been used in the past include:

● Backtracking problems where the students are

given a stack package and asked to solve some

application (e.g., The Eight Queens problem, or helping

a mouse fmd cheese in a maze);

● Manipulation of a Super Integer package which

allows representation of integers larger than that

provided by the standard integer type; and

● Incorporation of a Set package to solve graph

problems.

This section provides a specific sequence of labs used in

the Spring 1993 offering of the course. Each description of

the lab follows an outline which consists of a statement of

the problem, the items supplied by the lab instructor, the

week in which the lab is assign@ and the principles

taught. Figure 2 shows a pictorial view of the structure of

this lab sequence following several of the conventions of

the 3C Model used in [Tracz 89]. For a more detailed

description of other labs, along with their solutions, see

[Gray 93z Gray 93b].

Lab Assignment 1 — Introduction to Super Integers

Problcam Given the specification to a Super Integer

componeng construct secondary operations for this

component (e.g., Print Super_Int) and create a

client program wh;ch performs various

manipulations on variables of type Super_Int.

Items SUPPIed by the Lab instructori : Listing of the

Super Integer specification. Also, information

about how to access the Super Integer object code
for linking purposes. Student does not see any

implementation of Super Integers.

Course Out linq Week 2-4

. .
mcm]es Tawz hfi Separation of the specification

from its implementations, Specification-based
reuse, Understanding of abstract specifications,

Construction of secondary operations.

R
Sieve

T~,

XR

Set_TempIate

Specification .

QSuper_lnteger

Speeifiwtion

.
‘.

‘\
.

‘. .
e,

$ I

t

v%

R“.
Lkt_Template

specification ~,
‘.

‘.
‘.

+7

A Pictorial Representation of the Lab Sequence

Figure 2

Lab Assignment 2 — Super Integer Prime Generator

Problem 1 Given the specification for a Set

componen~ create a prime number generator for

Super Integers using the Sieve of Eratosthenes

algorithm.

~ Construct several secondary operaticms
(e.g., Set union and intersection) for Sets.

mstructo r Sumiied ite ms: Listing of the Set

specification. Also, information about how to

access the Set object code for linking purposes.

Student does not see any implementation of the Set

component.

COU se Outr Iin& Week 4-6

Princides Tauuhc Problem solving using Sets,

Defensive and non-defensive programming.
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Lab Assignment 3 — Layered Set Implementation

Em!Aezm Given the specification to a List
component, implement the Set component from

assignment two using a layered approach based on

List. Re-link the Set created in this assignment with

the client program horn the previous assignment.

J<ab instructor s&ed ite m~ Access to the List

specification. Also, information about how to

access the Lkt object code for linking purposes.

Student does not see any implementation of the List

component.

Course O utline: Week 7-9

les Tau~ht : The layered implementation

approach toward component construction,

Introduction to the List abstract data type, Multiple

implementations for the same specification.

Lab Assignment 4 — “From-Scratch” Implementations of

Lists

Emhlmx Given the specification to a List
componeng create a ‘%om-scratch” implementation

of this component using access types. Also, create

secondary operations, such as Print_Lis~ which are

written recursively. Re-link this new

implementation with the previous assignment to

provide the prime generator.

: None

Out] nei : Week 10-12

: Recursion, Use of Ada access

types, “From-scratch” implementations.

4.3 DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

This section identifies several distinguishing characteristics

of the reuse-based approach which differ from traditional

methods for teaching the second course. A more detailed

comparison, which is beyond the scope of this paper, can

be found in [Gray 93b].

The most obvious feature which distinguishes the approach

from other methods is the introduction of formal, yet

understandable, specifications in a tieshmen level course.

Such formal methods are fundamental for teaching

software engineering principles. In the course, students

reuse a package immediately after seeing its specification,

but long before actual implementations are discussed. This

emphasis is highlighted by the example sequence of lab

assignments presented in the previous section. Most

textbooks used for second courses do not concentrate on

specifications, e.g., [Smith 87, Horowitz 78]. The few

textbooks that do use specifications are often limited to

syntactic specifications, e.g., [Booth 86]. The
specifications that the students see in the reuse-based

course are both sptictic ad semantic. These

specifications are also written in a manner that allows for

multiple implementations, an idea which many authors

seem to dkregard.

The reuse-based course also emphasizes the need for

designing an “appropriate” set of operations on abstract

data types; the standardization and the small number of

primary operations make abstract data types easy to
understand. Efficiency issues also play an important role in

the course; every implementation discussed in the course

after week six is analyzed carefidly. In the reuse-based

approach, students are exposed to design issues that are not

normally discussed in trdtional freshmen courses.

In other details related to the outline presented in section

4.1, note that pointers are not taught until much later in the

course. Lists are taught before pointers are even introduced,

made possible only through abstract modeling. The

specification of Lists, of course, do not involve pointers.

Introducing access types atler the layered implementation

approach allows students to more filly appreciate the

a&antages of layered implementations and reuse in terms

of ease of construction. Students quickly discover that the

assembly of reusable components is considerably easier

than the “from-scratch” method.

Finally, it is essential to note that most traditional principles

taught in a second course are still taught in this course. This

is critical because we do not want to displace principles

taught in a conventional second course (e.g., efficiency

analysis, pointers, and recursion) which are important for
problem solving. Principles such as recursion, however,

can be moved to the f~ course. The reuse-based

approach, therefore, provides a feasible context for

introducing software engineering principles in most

schools.

5 EXPERIENCE AND CONCLUSIONS

The approach described in this paper has been used to teach

the second course in computer science at the West Virginia

University. The reuse-based approach instills software

engineering principles without displacing traditional

concepts taught in a second course, and thus it provides a

practical approach for adaptation in most schools. It was

developed to attack a common problem found in most
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curricul~ i.e., the introduction of tlmdamental principles of

computer science void of any particular context. Early

exposure to the principles presented in this paper will aid

students in applying the ideas toward a vast majority of the

programming projects that they will encounter throughout

the remainder of their undergraduate careers. A few

schools have already shown interest in adapting our

approach, including Indiana University South E@

Muskingmn College and The Ohio State University,

One of the most significant findings of our research is the

ability of freshmen to understand specifications when

presented using our specification approach, demonstrating

that specifications can be both reasonably formal and

understandable. Feedback from students, obtained through

confidential evaluations, has been very positive.

We are currently keeping track of previous studenta who

have taken the course using the approach. We hope to

report at a later date on how the approach, which students

encounter early in the cumiculum, aflkcts other courses in

which they are involved. We are also investigating

principles that can be profitably taught in the fmt course. It

is possible to “push” some of these principles down into the

first course, such as from chapters on procedure

specifications and recursion.

Finally, though our overall approach is kmguage-

independen$ Ada has proved to be a most suitable

language for teaching these principles to freshmen students.

We are also beginning to explore how the approach could

take advantage of the concepts in Ada 9X and languages

such as C++.
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